“Two Dogs.”; Sketch of two dogs by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.
(https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/1617/rec/1)
“Sketch of a Woman”; Sketch of a woman by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.
"Chasseurs: Winter."; Sketch of a man by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.
(https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/651/rec/1)
Caught Napping. Scenic sketch of a hunter with ducks swimming and flying by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.
“Cow.“; Sketch of a cow by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.
(https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/787/rec/1)
“Horses at hitching post, log houses in background. DC11”; Scenic sketch of log houses and a hitched horse by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections. (https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/523/rec/1)
“Logcabin. DC 135”; Sketch of log cabin by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections.
(https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/541/rec/5)
“...said the fight was finished.”; Sketch of a man by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections. (https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/388/rec/1)
“The boys soon knew that the General was making his peace with their Cousin Belle.”; Sketch of a man and woman by John W. Thomason, taken from the John W. Thomason Collection housed in the Newton Gresham Library, Thomason Room - Special Collections. (https://digital.library.shsu.edu/digital/collection/p243coll3/id/583/rec/1)